


Pages

GOOGLE+ IS MADE UP OF PEOPLE—REAL PEOPLE, who sign in with 
accounts tied to their names, share photos and posts, create circles, 
and give the occasional comment or +1. But what about businesses, 
organizations, brands, publications, and other entities that aren’t indi-
viduals? People often want to give those things +1s or hear the latest 
news about them. So Google, after initially requiring folks to sign up for 
Google+ using their real names, now lets you create Pages for all those 
non-human things out there. 

!NOTE! Because “Page” is such a ridiculously generic name, it’s easy to get confused. To help clarify 
things, whenever you see the term Page written here with a capital P, rest assured that it’s referring 
to this particular feature of Google+. Without the capital letter, the text is just referring to a regular 
ol’ web page (“scroll down the page,” for example). 

Pages are a lot like profile pages except that they’re for things other 
than people and they don’t require their own separate accounts. If 
you’ve got a band, group, business, or something else you want to 
promote, you can create a Page for it from within your own Google+
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account. That thing will then be almost exactly like a regular person on Google+: 
you can write posts and share pictures on its behalf, people can add your thing’s 
Page to their circles (and, after that, it can add them back), and people can +1 its 
Page or its individual posts. You can even create different Pages for your differ-
ent interests, so you could have one for your book club, your soccer team, and 
your consulting business.

Note: This document covers just the basics of Google+ Pages, as they’re brand-new and likely to change 
soon. To learn more about Pages and their capabilities, check out Google’s video and tips on getting 
started at https://plus.google.com/pages.

Creating a Page

CREATING A GOOGLE+ PAGE is pretty easy. Sign into Google+ and head to 
your main stream page (if you’re not already there) by clicking the Google+ 
logo or the Home button. Then scroll down the page a bit and, in the right-hand 
sidebar, click the “Create a Google+ page” link.

If you don’t see the link, don’t worry—stuff changes all the time in the sidebars. 
Head to https://plus.google.com/pages and click the big “Create your Google+ 
page” button.
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The first step in creating a Page is determining what category the thing you’re 
trying to promote fits into. This category helps Google+ include your Page 
in search results, and helps people looking for your Page distinguish it from 
other Pages with similar names. For example, if you had a band named Polaroid 
Pictures, you’d want to make it clear that your Page isn’t for the company that 
made instant film.

The categories are fairly self-explanatory, but you can see a bit more detail 
about them if you mouse over the button for each one. (If you’re really uncer-
tain, picking “Other” won’t count against you.) Unfortunately, at least for now, 
there’s no way to change your Page’s category after you click Create, so pick the 
proper category if one applies. To preview the fields you have to fill out for each 
category, click each category button on the left.

After you choose a category, you’ll be asked to fill out a bit more info. The exact 
fields you see depend on the category. Here’s the process if you choose the 
“Company, Institution or Organization” category:

Google+ asks you to name your Page and enter the address for your website 
(if you have one). You can define what your thing is by clicking the “Select a 
category” drop-down box and picking what field your firm is in. Pick “Arts, 
Entertainment or Sports,” for example, to make it clear that your Page is for a 
band, sports team, or whatever. 
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Below that box is a field where you can set your Page’s visibility. This is Google+ 
asking if your Page needs to be restricted to block users under 18 or 21, due to 
marketing or legal regulations. You can also choose “Alcohol related” to have 
Google+ automatically block users depending on the legal drinking age in the 
country they’re in. Generally, though, you’ll want to stick with Public so you can 
reach the largest possible audience. Below that are two checkboxes: The first 
one is optional; turn it on if you want to be notified about changes and updates 
to Google+ Pages (a smart thing to be notified about). The second one is man-
datory; you have to turn it on to confirm that you have the authority to create 
this Page—meaning you’re a member or manager of the entity for which you’re 
creating the Page.

If you’re comfortable with your Page’s category, description, and that you’re 
the right person to create and maintain the Page, click the Create button. A box 
pop-up box lets you know that Google+ is creating your Page, and then you 
arrive at one last setup screen.

!NOTE! The person who creates a Page is its owner, but up to 50 other Google+ members can be 
added later as managers of that Page. Managers have the same abilities as owners to add content, 
moderate comments, and otherwise maintain the Page. And as explained on page 11 of this appendix, 
an owner can transfer ownership of the Page to a manager.
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Near the top of this screen is a horizontal black bar that notifies you that you’re 
now “using Google+ as this page.” That means just what it says: with the Page 
created, any posts you write, photos you upload, comments or +1 clicks you 
leave, and so on are marked as being from the entity you created the Page for 
rather than from you. For example, if you just created a Page for your band and 
you head to a friend’s profile page and leave a comment, that comment will 
show up as having been written by your band rather than by you. This is con-
fusing at first, but you’ll get the hang of it. (You’ll learn how to switch between 
personal and Page accounts in just a bit.) Click OK to dismiss the black bar. 

This last setup screen lets you create a tagline for your Page and upload a profile 
photo for it. The gray placeholder text suggests that your tagline should be 10 
words or less that describe your business. You can actually type as many words 
as you want in that box, but keeping it succinct is a good idea because only a 
portion of a long tagline will appear when people search for and view your Page. 

The profile-picture-picking process is the same as the one for personal accounts 
(see page 5 of your Missing Manual). You can upload a picture from your com-
puter, which makes sense for most Pages, as you probably have a logo or rep-
resentative image to use. You can also choose a photo from Picasa Web Albums 
or snap a photo with your webcam if you don’t have a logo image handy. You 
can change your Page’s profile image later, so when your image and tagline look 
decent, click the Continue button.

Now you’re all done with setup, but Google+ wants to offer you an easy way to 
promote your Page and get people to add it to their circles: promoting the Page 
through your personal Google+ account. So the next screen provides a text box; 
once you click it, up pops a Share box that should look familiar (if it doesn’t, flip 
to page 46 in Chapter 3). Type a note about why your friends should check out 
your Page, and then click Share.
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You’ve set up the core elements of your Page and let people know it exists, so 
click the Finish button. You’ll land on your Page itself, with a few pointers and 
prods from Google+ to do more to get your Page seen and get conversations 
started.

Using Your Page

PROBABLY THE MOST CONFUSING thing about creating a Page is that, after 
you do so, you can then use Google+ as either yourself or as the entity that the 
Page is about. Since you created the Page from within your personal account, 
it’s not a simple matter of logging into either your personal Google+ account. 
Instead, you use a drop-down menu to control whether you’re using the site as 
yourself or as your Page (details in a moment). 

When you use Google+ as your Page, nearly everything is the same as when you 
use it as yourself: You can add people to circles, people can add your Page to 
their circles, and your stream is populated with notes from the people in your 
Page’s circles and the people who mention your Page. The main stream for your 
Page looks a lot like your personal account’s main stream, although Google+ 
first takes you to a page with lots of advice and links.
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In the upper-left corner of this page, you’ll see the name of your Page, and, 
underneath it, gray text to the effect of “1 page” (depending on how many Pages 
you’ve created) with a small arrow next to it. Click that arrow, and you’ll see a 
menu that lets you switch between accounts. Simply click either your name or 
profile photo, or the name or profile photo of one of the Pages you created.

The information you saw when you first arrived at your Page was part of a spe-
cial getting-started package, which you can get to at any time by clicking the 
“Get started” link on the left side of your Page, just below your profile photo 
and the account-switching arrow. This PDF doesn’t cover all the off-site things 
Google recommends for you, like installing a Page badge and +1 button on your 
site and linking it everywhere you can, but you can click “Get started” to see 
instructions for each step.
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Aside from promoting your Page outside Google+, your main job on a Google+ 
Page is to use it as you would a regular account. Write posts about new prod-
ucts and promotions (see page 46 in your printed book), attach photos to them 
(page 47), and mention people (page 50) who are connected to your Page in 
some way. You can also comment on others’ posts (page 62), share the good 
stuff that relates to your Page (page 64), and set up notifications so you see 
when your Page gets attention (page 85).

In the left-hand sidebar is a circle and stream setup that’s similar to your per-
sonal circles and streams, just with a few different defaults. Google+ Pages auto-
matically have circles for Following, Customers, VIPs, Team members, Incoming 
(page 59), and Notifications (page 85). You can use those circles and streams 
just as you would as a normal Google+ user, and add your own circles. Pages 
also have the same privacy protections as people on Google+, so nobody can 
see the names of the circles to which you’ve added them.

In the right-hand sidebar, you’ll see fewer options than when you use Google+ as 
you, but that makes sense, since there’s no need to play games as a non-human 
entity, right?
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The top-most item in the right-hand sidebar is a simple Help link, which leads 
you directly to the Google+ info about Pages. It’s a good resource that’s well 
organized, with plenty of tips on the ins and outs of using a promoting your 
Page. Below that is an “In your circles” section, with a “View all” link that leads 
you to the same circle- and contact-management screen you read about on 
page 28. Next up is a link for starting a hangout, in case you want to have a 
group video chat with clients, customers, or whoever. (Hangouts are covered 
in Chapter 6.)

Managing Page Settings
When using Google+ as your Page, you can change who gets notified about new 
comments, +1s, and shares on your Page; which Google+ members and other 
Pages are included in your Page’s circles; and add and remove Page managers. 
If you’re the owner of a Page (meaning you’re the one who created it), you can 
also transfer that ownership to someone else or delete the Page entirely if you 
feel things have gone awry.

When you’re logged into Google+ as your Page, click the gear icon in the upper-
right corner of the screen (it’s in the black toolbar that’s at the top of nearly 
every Google page) and select “Google+ settings.” The screen that appears 
divides the settings for your Page into two sections: General and Managers. 
(Click the tabs on the left edge of the screen to switch between sections.) 
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General settings
The General settings are similar to the settings for your personal account (cov-
ered on page 85), but you’ll probably want to be more liberal here than with 
your personal account in terms of who can comment on your Page and who 
can trigger notifications, as you likely want to spread your Page around. The 
“Who can send you notifications?” option is automatically set to Custom, which 
in this case just means “Extended circles”; you’ll probably want to leave it set 
that way, though you’re free to change it to specific people and/or circles. The 
“Who can comment on your public posts?” option is set to Anyone, and that’s 
probably fine unless you start dealing with ornery commenters or overwhelm-
ing notifications.  

In the “Notification delivery” section, click the Change link, which lets you add 
email addresses of anyone you want to receive notifications when someone 
comments on, shares, or +1s stuff on your Page. This is a good place to enter 
the addresses of Page managers (covered in a sec), who can help you keep your 
Page up to date by responding when they see a good or bad comment.

The screen also gives you the option of customizing what it means to post to 
“Your circles.” You’ll probably post most everything on your Page publicly, but if 
you think you might write some posts that are visible only to “Your circles,” click 
the Customize button here and decide exactly which of the circles you’ve set up 
for your Page will receive those posts: Following, Customers, VIPs, and so on. 

Further down the screen are options related to photos and tags. 

The photos settings are nearly the same as the ones for personal accounts 
(page 124): they let you add location info to photos, allow downloading, have 
Google+ find your “face” (in this case, your uploaded image or logo) in photos 
and prompt people to tag you. You can also choose who can automatically tag 
photos with your Page’ name; just like with your personal account, you probably 
want to restrict this to people you know and trust to keep random people from 
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playing pranks. Then again, it’s up to you whether you want to let your com-
pany/band/team name get out everywhere it can.

If you’re the Page’s owner, you’ll also see a “Delete page” link at the bottom of 
this screen. Clicking that link is obviously a dramatic move, as it wipes out all the 
posts, comments, pictures, tags, and everything else associated with that Page, 
and you’d have to start over from scratch to rebuild it. If you don’t see this link, 
it’s because you’re a manager of the Page, rather than its owner. In that case, 
click the Mangers link on the left side this screen to see who owns and manages 
the Page.

Managers settings
This screen lets a Page’s owner and manager(s) add or remove other managers 
from that Page. Google+ currently allows up to 50 managers for a single Page, 
who each can use Google+ as that Page. However, you can only add 20 manag-
ers to a Page on a single day. 

To add a manager, enter an email address and then click the Invite button. 
Google+ shoots off an email to that address that includes a big button the invi-
tee can click to become a Page manager, and that person’s name gets added to 
the list on this screen. The Page’s owner (usually the creator) gets a gray Owner 
box next to his her name in the list. Everyone else has an X next to their name; 
click this X to revoke that person’s manager status. To transfer ownership of 
your Page, simply head to this screen while using Google+ as your Page, and 
then click the “Transfer ownership” link in the upper-right corner.
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Using Direct Connect
As Google+’s Pages feature develops and become more popular, Google will 
make Pages easy to find in Google.com search results. In the meantime, it’s 
offering a Direct Connect feature, which lets you quickly find other Pages—
using either Google.com or Google+—and add them to your Page’s circles.

Start typing +Pepsi into the search box at Google.com, for example, and a direct 
link to Pepsi’s Google+ Page appears in the automatic suggestions, before you 
even get Pepsi’s full name typed out. Note that the suggestions include the 
Page’s tagline (see why you should keep it short?) and “plus.google.com” to 
make it clear that it’s a Google+ Page.

If you’re using the Google+ Search box, you don’t need to include the + sign. 
Just search for the name of a page you’re looking for (such as “Pepsi”), and 
Pepsi’s Google+ Page will show up at the top of your results in a Pages subsec-
tion, with a small, square Pages icon to the right of it.

Whether you used Google.com or Google+ to search, click the result for the 
Page you want, and you’ll arrive at the Google+ Page for Pepsi. You’ll then be 
prompted to activate a feature which lets you automatically add to your circles 
any Google+ Pages you “connect” to from a Google.com search.
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This feature would, of course, only be really useful if you tend to search out and 
add a lot of Google+ Pages to your circles. And the downside is that you’d have 
to manually remove every Page you didn’t want to connect to, but just wanted 
to find, from your circles upon arriving at their Page. So Direct Connect is poten-
tially helpful for the right kind of Google+ account, but you may want to leave 
it turned off.

That’s about all there is to Pages at the moment, but they’re an area of Google+ 
that’s likely to change rapidly.


